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Attention has two places:

- Center
- Periphery

Calm computing moves between center and periphery

Calm because

- Periphery informs without overwhelming
- You can move to the center to get control
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What does it mean to be invisible?
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So did this whole idea come from a woman ignoring an alarm clock?

Are these valid conclusions?

What if she was irritated or felt rushed? (“Oh shite, gotta wake the bloody urchins”)
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How to design something “so embedded, so fitting, so natural”

Invisibility: perceptual invisibility or “invisibility in use”

Fit into the routine or action

Don’t do it for the user, let them feel like they did it themselves

Augment the action not the artifact (necessarily)
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Questions
   Is this AI-complete? (Awww, Crap)

   Can end-user programming save the day? (or just ruin it)

   Is there a real activity here that needs supported? (the scenario people seem happy without ubicomp)

   Maybe we shouldn’t look at normal, boring people. (How about some Fruit Loops?)